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Asymptotic safety and the Wilsonian 
Effective action
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A Polchinski type RG Equation

This process of integrating out gives an eqn of the form
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Take limit 
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Gauge fixing: Ghosts:
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Wilsonian action to 1PI action?

The 1PI action is a non-local object – cannot be obtained from a local 
object unless we know how to do the sum!
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Gauge invariant observables-S 
matrix

No local gauge invariant obervables. S-matrix expected to be gauge invariant. 
Need to define dressed asymptotic states – i.e. well seperated asymptotic particle 
and graviton states need to have coherent graviton dressing as in QED 

Fadeev+Kulish. Giddings, Akhoury,…SdA
work in progress
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Beta functions
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Critical surface
9

If the anomalous dimensions to not overwhelm the canonical dimensions then 
expect just a finite number of such “relevant” operators to be determined by 
experiment. All others (an infinite number of couplings) go to their fixed point 
values. Of course all this assumes the existence of such a non-trivial fixed point.

So if this is the case we have a predictive framework for a 4D QFT of quantum 
gravity coupled to the Standard Model assuming the above holds after coupling 
to the SM 



Gravity plus Scalar field

For earlier work on AS using the Wetterich eqn see reviews: Codello, Percacci + 
Rahmede 0805.2909; Reuter + Saueressig 1202.2274, Percacci ISBN 981723207175
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Beta function eqns

Working with truncation up to two derivative terms can calculate beta functions 
(say in Landau gauge as in  Reuter – 9605030

Codello, Percacci, Rahmede 0805.2909 )
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Heat Kernal expansion
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Gravity scalar beta functions

Or with
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Note in previous derivations there is a singularity 

This is absent here and is clearly spurious coming from

Expanding the denominator to leading order gives spurious singularity.

Fixed point

Gaussian FP: 

There is also a non-trivial fixed point – for instance the second eqn is solved for
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Higher derivative term corrections 
to CC

For CC sufficient to consider flat space – so write
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Higher derivative term corrections

So RG eqn for the CC will be corrected to 
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Higher derivative corrections 

Expect similar corrections to Newton’s constant. 

More complicated since one cannot do a flat space calculation

Nevertheless might expect a class of contributions from terms

Expect modification of eqn from  two derivative truncation to  
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Scalar field theory – flat space

If we ignore these higher derivative terms – get the RG 
eqn in the local potential approximation

Gives infinite set of equations that can be solved recursively!

Consider class of operators
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Scalar field theory 

No reason to believe a priori that the z’s are small 
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Scalar fields + gravity
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Ghost elimination
What happens in string theory? 
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Ghost elimination
22
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Conclusions 24



Comparison to String theory
• String theory is a unified theory of QG+``standard model” – potentially more 

predictive

• Quantized Einstein gravity. This is more than a post-diction. The fact that 
low energy string theory is Einstein gravity is of course a post-diction though 
gravity was not put in ab initio. The fact that it is quantized (i.e. gravitons as 
quanta) is an actual model independent prediction! Similarly the existence 
of a dilaton and an antisymmetric tensor coupling with gravitational strength.

• There must be SUSY at some scale below the Planck scale.

• Existence of a landscape of different universes – the Multiverse. Testable? 
Perhaps!

• Have a class of models with low energy SUSY and predicting a whole tower 
of SUSY partners with an LSP around 1.2 TeV and Higgs at 125 GeV 
correlated with LSP saturating dark matter bound.

• UV complete models of inflation with Starobinsky like potentials.

• AS on the other hand does not require any physics beyond the SM – no 
susy no extra dimensions. If the LHC does not see any BSM then ….?
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